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A

t The O’Brien Press, we’re always
conscious of the changing needs of
schools and of teachers. In this catalogue, we
have put together the perfect set of books
and FREE resources for you to teach the New
Primary Language Curriculum with ease.
From stunning picture books to suspensefilled historical fiction, our selection of
engaging, entertaining and challenging reads
will foster a love of reading, thinking and
speaking about books among your pupils.
O’Brien Press books are colour-coded with reading
age flags. This guide indicates which flags are most
appropriate for different class levels, to support you
in choosing the right book for your students.
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Reading age flag

Republic of Ireland

Northern Ireland

Black flag
Picture books

Usable throughout the school
(but especially Year 1 [P1])

Purple flag
Reading level 5+

Usable throughout the school
(but especially Junior Infants,
Senior Infants)
Senior Infants, First Class
(also Second Class)

Yellow flag
Reading level 6+

Second Class
(also First Class, Third Class)

Year 3 [P3]. Key Stage 1

Red flag
Reading level 8+

Third Class, Fourth Class

Year 4, Year 5 [P4, P5]. Key Stages 1 & 2

Blue flag
Reading level 9+

Fifth Class, Sixth Class

Year 6, Year 7 [P6, P7]. Key Stage 2

Green flag
Reading level 12+

First Year, Second Year
(second-level schools)

Year 8, Year 9, Year 10 (secondary
schools). Key Stage 3

Young Adult
Books

Older and more confident readers

Older and more confident readers

3
4
6
8
8
9
10
11
16
18
21
22
23
24

Year 2 [P2]. Key Stage 1

Where Can I Find O’Brien Press Books?
1. BOOKSHOPS AND SCHOOL SUPPLY CENTRES: they all stock
our books. If they do not hold a given title in stock, just ask,
and they will be delighted to order O’Brien Press books for
you.
2. THE INTERNET: There are lots of choices online, such as
books.ie,
thebookdepository.com and
amazon.co.uk, as well as education sites such as
schoolbooksireland.ie,
easonschoolbooks.com and
tarabookco.ie. Or you can buy directly from obrien.ie.
3. SCHOOL AND PUBLIC LIBRARIES: All school and public
libraries should have O’Brien Press books. If they do not have
a title you’re looking for, they can order it for you. (If you do
not have a school library, use our guide to setting one up:
see obrien.ie/schools/school-library.)
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4. BUYING DIRECTLY: Orders can be placed by post, telephone,
fax or e-mail:
The O’Brien Press, 12 Terenure Road East, Rathgar, Dublin 6
D06 HD27, Ireland
Tel: +353 1 492 3333; Fax: +353 1 492 2777;
E-mail: schools@obrien.ie
Discounts: a discount of 10% and free postage is available on
all class sets bought directly.
Higher discounts are available for larger orders.

Front cover illustration by
Úna Woods. See page 5
for more details.

Teaching Resources
Title Here

Available FREE from obrien.ie
TEACHING GUIDES

Are you choosing a new novel for your class? Or perhaps you are using O’Brien
Press novels already. O’Brien Teaching Guides provide detailed suggestions
for getting the most out of your chosen novel, with plot summaries, activities,
discussion points and more. Teaching Guides are available for many O’Brien
Press books, and more are being added all the time. obrien.ie/teaching-guides

The Sound of Freedom

RATIONALE AND THEMES
This guide has been designed to complement
a class reading of the text in a way that
brings the text alive whilst also enriching
the students’ critical abilities. The activities
aim to inspire young readers by encouraging
them to question the characters’ motivations
and the overall themes. The guide aims to
develop empathy skills, stimulate discussion
and encourage readers to dissect literary
techniques in fresh and engaging ways. There
are also activities included that are designed
to hone communication, presentation and
literacy skills. This novel deals with some
very interesting ideas about the Irish War of
Independence. Its key themes include:
 Loyalty and trust
 Courage
 Prejudice and discrimination
 Family
 Equality
 History and legacy.

SUMMARY

created of the police in this episode?
Why, do you think, do they destroy
houses on their raids? Do you think Colm
should have stayed with Mrs Friary? Why?
 (read pages 14–16) What do you think

is going through Colm’s head when he
hears what is happening to his father?
What would you think if you heard your
parents being treated like that? Why are
the police doing it? Are you surprised that
the policeman is Irish? Why/why not?
 (read page 17) Colm decides to hide in the
bushes to keep an eye on what is happening.
Is this a good idea? Why, do you think, has
he not just left? Would you hang around to
watch or would you be gone?
 (read page 20) Colm’s father says that
‘English is good enough for dogs’ and
earlier he says, ‘Bad cess to you’ in Irish.
Why, do you think, is he deliberately
speaking Irish in this way? How is it an
act of rebellion? Why is language so
important to national identity?

SUMMARY
Chasing Ghosts opens in Derry. It’s 1849 and
our narrator (twelve year old Ann Coppin)
is grieving the death of her younger sister.
However, this is not the last we see of Louisa
Coppin – her ghost and presence haunts
her family, causing much upset as the family
struggle to come to terms with her loss.
The ghost causes mischief in an attempt to
communicate from the other side of the
grave. This results in conflict within the
family as Ann’s mother grows increasingly
more upset.

The story begins with secrets as Colm’s
neighbours are keeping out of the way of
an RIC patrol – he ignores them and goes
home, where his Dad is being interrogated.
As he hides outside his home listening to his
father’s rough treatment at the hands of the
local police force, Colm shows bravery by
stealing from the army. He is determined to
follow his father’s example and become a
Volunteer but his Dad has other ideas. The

Meanwhile, the newspapers are filled with
the story of the mysterious disappearance of
the Arctic expedition to find the Northwest
Passage. The second narrative string of the
novel focuses on the lives of the explorers
and, for most of the novel, we hear about
the difficulties through the first-hand
account of Captain Francis Crozier, second-
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Chasing Ghosts: An Arctic Adventure

As the novel comes to a close, these two
narrative strands begin to intertwine in
the most surprising of ways, building to a
fascinating ending.

APPROACH
This is a very enjoyable and entertaining
read. Although the plot refers to a number
of challenging historical events and opens
up difficult questions about the notions
of life after death and the existence of the
supernatural, it is an engaging read with
many opportunities for discussion. This guide
has divided the story into three sections and
the activities offer suggestions on developing
the themes.

Crozier’s doubts about the expedition have
grown, especially once they hit Arctic waters.
The Coppin family are still in mourning and
visit Weesy’s grave. On their way, Ann has
an unsettling vision, which fades when she
spots a newspaper headline about two
ships missing in the Arctic. Back in the past,
Captain Crozier’s diary tells of how they
spent six months waiting for the ice to melt,
losing three men to disease in that time.

DISCUSSION POINTS

(Read page 13) After Weesy’s death,
Ann’s mother wants to “cover all the
shiny surfaces”. Why is this? What other
traditions do you know about death?
Why do you think we follow them?
(Read page 18) Sir John Franklin’s
ambitions as a young boy were to travel
the world and “press his boot into foreign
snow or sand”. Do you want to travel?
Why? Why do you think this was John’s
main ambition? What does it tell us about
Section 1: A Ghostly Visit
his character?
 (Read pages 22-23) What sort of woman
and the Beginning of an
is Lady Franklin? Do you think she should
Expedition (pages 9–99)
have played the role of a dutiful wife?
What do you think of how women were
SUMMARY
expected to behave in those times?
We meet Ann in the city
of Derry with her
 (Read page 34) What do you think about
TH
E DISCO
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and
seeing the ghost of
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E Nsiblings
GE
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Audrey Devereux
is a resource teacher
in a Dublin school.

An innovative way of introducing
your class to creative visual
arts, cultural diversity and
language development. To view
our incredible range of covers
from Irish and foreign editions,
go to obrien.ie/cover-gallery

add buttons, her

skirt and legs.

STEP 3
... and her

Section 1
Unwelcome Visitors
pages 7–64

 (read pages 8–13) What impression is

in-command to Sir John Franklin. As the
men struggle to overcome adversity in
treacherous conditions, Captain Crozier’s
diary shows the mind of a man determined
to bring the men to safety.

CHALLEN

Draw a circle

and stitching.

DISCUSSION POINTS

This is a very enjoyable and entertaining
read. Although the plot refers to a number of
difficult and challenging historical events, it
is an engaging read with many opportunities
for discussion. This guide has divided the
story into four sections and the activities
offer suggestions on developing the themes.

RATIONALE AND THEMES
This guide has been designed to complement
a class reading of the text in a way that
brings the text alive whilst also enriching
the students’ critical abilities. The activities
aim to inspire young readers by encouraging
them to question the characters’ motivations
and the overall themes. The aim is to
develop empathy skills, stimulate discussion
and encourage readers to dissect literary
techniques in fresh and engaging ways. There
are also activities included that are designed
to hone communication, presentation and
literacy skills. This novel deals with some
very interesting ideas about the exploration
of the Northwest Passage and the existence
of ghosts. Key themes include:
 Courage,
 Grief,
 Supernatural,
 Family,
 Equality,
 History and legacy.

COVER GALLERY

... and this

arms, boots

APPROACH

The Sound of Freedom

Lir’s Children

STEP 2

Lightly draw

nose, mouth

Throughout the novel, a few new faces
appear in the local area, with one of them
bringing some stories that turn Colm’s world
upside down and force him to examine his
entire life, bringing anger and bitterness into
his home. Will things resolve themselves in
time for Colm to follow his dream?

letter proves useful, but the RIC are closing in
on his Dad. A female visitor from the North
catches Colm’s eye and an encounter in the
post office shows the tensions within the
local community, especially where the Irish
language is concerned. Colm’s main passion
is the fiddle but his music lesson is disrupted
by his enemy, Terence McKay, an unpleasant
young man who lords it over Colm. Much to
Colm’s annoyance, none of the adults seem
to notice this. Luckily his friend Peter shares
his feelings about Terence; Peter also has
ambitions far beyond Ireland. The cause gets
in the way of Colm’s growing friendship with
Alice, the girl from Belfast, as he and his Nan
make sacrifices to keep his Dad safe from
the tightening net of the authorities.

Developed by resource teachers for
reluctant readers, you can download and
print these specialised activity sheets for
free at obrien.ie/discovery-challenge

How to draw Fiona

Add eyes,

Like his friend Peter, Colm has ambitions
that lie away from Ireland; he dreams of
going to America. When an American film
producer arrives in the area looking for
talented musicians, Colm is determined to
impress, but his efforts are spoiled by the
local RIC as they take him in to the barracks
when he finds himself in the wrong place
with the wrong company.

DIFFERENTIATED RESOURCES
Colm is determined to show his worth as
someone valuable to the cause, taking risks
to show his bravery. However, he grows
more and more frustrated when his father
refuses to allow him to play a more active
role – especially when his enemy, the local
bully Terence McKay, is seen as the ‘golden
boy’ of the local volunteers.

teachers for teachers, with the primary school
curriculum in mind. Ideal for classroom use, with puzzle
pages, suggested activities, language development
and visual arts activities and much more.
obrien.ie/activity-sheets

and hair ...

Teaching Guide
By Nicola Heaney

COVERY

Set in rural Westmeath during the War of
Independence, the novel tells the story
of 13-year-old Colm Conneely. Colm is
desperate to join his father in the Irish
Volunteers, and his life is dominated by
the secretive goings-on of the local people
determined to disrupt the British Forces.
Their lives are full of danger and deceit as
the RIC increase patrols in an attempt to
clamp down on Irish Volunteer activity.

HUNDREDS of FREE activity sheets, created by

STEP 1

ISBN 978-1-78849-017-7
eBook ISBN 978-1-78849-200-3

Nicola Pierce

Teaching Guide
By Nicola Heaney

SUMMARY

ACTIVITY SHEETS

Chasing Ghosts: An Arctic Adventure

ISBN 978-1-78849-125-9
eBook ISBN 978-1-78849-199-0

Ann Murtagh

STEP 4

We know that Fionnuala was the eldest and Fiachra was tallest and Conn was the smallest, but little else
about them.

Add her

What separate qualities did each of them have…. How were they different in what they did, wore or
said?

basket

Compose two rhyming lines to describe something special about each of them and add your own
illustration.
Fionnuala

Fiachra

STEP 5
Colour her in!
Fiona is now ready for

Aodh

an adventure.
Out now from

Conn

www.gerrydalyart.ie

© Gerry Daly 2019

From Barney Goose: A Wild Atlantic Way Adventure
by Carol Ann Treacy

Activity Sheet

THEMES

At The O’Brien Press, we realise that teachers need
adaptable and versatile resources when choosing and
using books in the classroom. That’s why we’re giving
you an in-depth list of the different THEMES and TOPICS
covered in our books, at all of the different class and
reading levels, completely FREE! This unique thematic
breakdown offers help and advice when selecting a
book or novel, and enables you to get the most out of
O’Brien Press books in the classroom. obrien.ie/themes

BILLEOGA SAOTHAIR

Billeoga saothair bunaithe ar na leabhar
SOS: Fíor nó Bréagach, Aimsigh na
Difríochta, Deir Ó Grádaigh, Rabhlóga …
obrien.ie/billeoga-saothair

POSTERS, BOOKMARKS &
DISPLAY MATERIAL
E-mail marketing@obrien.ie
today and we’ll send you a
selection of colourful posters
and bookmarks to brighten
up your classroom or school
library, completely FREE!

The

Bubble Street

Gang are back!

with
Exclusive paperback
Fairs
Scholastic Book

Join The Bubble Street Gang as
they go on a Scavenger Hunt!

Cass and her best friends
investigate crimes, solve
mysteries and have brilliant
adventures. They’ve even got
their own secret clubhouse!

New from
Ireland’s
World Book Day
author 2019

A brand new
bird-brained
adventure from
Alan Nolan, author
& illustrator of
Fintan’s Fifteen
and
Conor’s Cavem
an

YOUR SCHOOL LIBRARY

Get great advice and suggestions on setting up and
maintaining a fantastic library in your school.
FREE at obrien.ie/schools/school-library

Also by
Erika McGann

YOUTUBE LOGO SPECS
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ACCELERATED READER™
BOOKS FOR ALL AGES AND ABILITIES

Check out our fantastic teaching ideas based on over
one hundred novels and make O’Brien Press books work
for you. Great books for all ages at obrien.ie/schools

Is your school participating in the Accelerated Reader™
(AR™) programme? If so, we’ve made life easier for you
at O’Brien Press. Lots of our books have been quizzed and
assigned an AR™ rating, to help you and your students choose
books at appropriate readability levels for them. You’ll find a
full list on obrien.ie/accelerated-reader, and on page 23.
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Black Flag – Picture Books for Younger Readers
We’ve got you covered for the New Primary Language Curriculum with O’Brien Press Picture
Books! Base your successful oral language and poetry lessons on these quality resources, stunning
visuals and vibrant characters. These books are a fantastic addition to any classroom and a great
support for teaching and linking English and Irish across the New Primary Language Curriculum
NEW

A wee donkey sat in the shade of a tree.
‘If you had one wish, Grandad, what would it be?’
‘I’d fix this old back and these wobbly knees,
and go see the sights that are out there to see.’
The wee donkey thought, ‘I can’t turn back the years,
but I can get Grandad some great souvenirs.’
She slipped through the gate with a small wooden cart,
in search of some gifts that would warm Grandad’s heart.
The wee donkey heads across Ireland, where
she “borrows” the Jeanie Johnston ship from the
Liffey, the round tower from Glendalough, kisses
from the Blarney Stone and more, to bring to her
grandad. But you can’t go taking national treasures
like that, particularly when the gardaí find out!
A warm and entertaining picture book from the
team who brought you Where Are You, Puffling?

‘Hey, look,’ cried the donkey, ‘there’s books all around!’
But on seeing her cart, the librarian frowned.

‘These books are all precious, they’re not just for fun.’
‘All right,’ shrugged the donkey, ‘I’ll just take the one.’

A delightful, engaging book showing
the sights and wildlife of Ireland’s
Wild Atlantic Way through the eyes
of a bobble-hatted goose – HONK!

NEW

Barney flew to the Skellig Islands in Kerry.

They told him jokes, and rolled about laughing.

He made friends with the local puffins.

Then Barney looked up at the sky and felt it was
time to go, though he didn’t know why.

Honk honk!

‘I liked the part where he soared over the hills of
Donegal because it made his heart happy and
I’m from Donegal so it makes me happy too … I
would give this book 10/10 for a lovely story
and great illustrations’– By Éilis, St. Conal’s
National School, Co. Donegal, Seomra Ranga
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Poetry & Nursery Rhymes

Ten in a Bed

Night, Night

There were ten in a bed
And the little one said,
‘Roll over, roll over.’
So they all rolled over
And one fell out,
He bumped his head and gave a shout:
‘Please remember to tie a knot in your pyjamas,
Single beds are only made for one!’

Night, night,
Sleep tight,
Don’t let the bugs bite.
If they bite,
Squeeze them tight,
And they won’t bite
Another night.

NEW

A new, bright, eye-catching
collection of favourite nursery
rhymes in Irish and English from
the team that brought you Sally Go
Round the Stars (short-listed, Irish
Book Awards) and A Sailor Went
to Sea, Sea, Sea (winner,
Irish Book Awards). Add
this wonderful, colourful
hardback of poetry and
rhymes to your classroom
collection today!

Moses supposes his toeses are roses,
But Moses supposes erroneously.
And Moses, he knowses his toeses aren’t roses,
As Moses supposes his toeses to be.

60

For the good are always the merry,
Save by an evil chance,

When I play on my fiddle in Dooney,
Folk dance like a wave of the sea;

And the merry love the fiddle,
And the merry love to dance:

My cousin is priest in Kilvarnet,
My brother in Mocharabuiee.
I passed my brother and cousin:
They read in their books of prayer;
I read in my book of songs
I bought at the Sligo fair.

And when the folk there spy me,
They will all come up to me,
With ‘Here is the fiddler of Dooney!’
And dance like a wave of the sea.

When we come at the end of time
To Peter sitting in state,
He will smile on the three old spirits,
But call me first through the gate;

61

The One with the Waggly Tail.indd 60-61

The puffling stretched her wings

and shook her fluffy, black feathers.

NUA
She walked through the grass,

across the path,

The sun was coming up over Skellig Michael.

A little puffling popped her head out of her burrow.
‘What a lovely day!’ she said.

‘It’s a perfect day to have an adventure.’
4

past the rocks,

5

and over the hill.

A puffling has gone in search of
adventure – now her parents can’t
find her anywhere! Can the animals
of Skellig help them find their
little puffling?
‘Children will enjoy finding the tiny
Puffling on each page and the back-end
papers show the names of each of the
animals illustrated, from kittiwakes
to conger eels – a nice touch’ … now
available in Irish’ Irish Independent
‘Tá an leabhar seo maisithe go hálainn,
agus tugann sé beatha na nOileán beo.
Ó na sonraí sna líníochtaí go dtí an dath
beoga, glacann an leabhar seo an léitheoir
ón gcéad leathanach…Is leabhar antaitneamhach é seo le léamh’ – le Kyna
Rushe agus Avril (aois 5), Seomra Ranga

‘Faery worlds and faery creatures come to life
… Pupils could be inspired by the illustrations in
the collection to take a favourite Yeats poem
of their own, illustrate it and display it in the
classroom.’ – Seomra Ranga

White Raven – 2018 Winner
Irish Children’s Book of the Year ( Junior) – 2017
‘A beautifully illustrated collection of nursery
rhymes to treasure, and songs, poems and
rhymes to share.’ – Primary Times Magazine

28/08/2020 15:51:21

NEW

This new, specially curated edition
includes best-loved poems and
poets from the original collection
Something Beginning with P as well
as new additions that are sure to
become beloved new favourites.

Sruthán sa tSeapáin
Nuala Ní Dhomhnaill

Nobody knows
where he goes
nor what he does in the deeps,
nor why he sings,
like a bird without wings,
nor where he eats and sleeps.
The blue whale roves
through watery groves,
his heart is the size of a car,

The Great Blue Whale
Kerry Hardie

Thíos in íochtar an uisce
snámhann na héisc ‘ayu’
go gasta
ar an grinneall.
‘Ayu, ayu’ a bhéicimíd
go sásta
nuair a chímíd iad.
‘Ayu, ayu’ a smeachaimíd
go blasta
nuair a ithimíd iad.

his tongue, on the scale,
makes zoologists pale –
it’s as heavy as elephants are.
A blue whale’s vein
without stress or strain
could be swum down by you or me.
He’s the biggest feature
that ever did creature
the sky, the land or the sea.

18

4

The Fiddler of Dooney

New in Irish

19

‘Parents, child-care providers,
and ... school teachers
will find this a wonderful
resource for encouraging
literacy and imagination’ –
School Library Journal

Black Flag – Picture Books for Younger Readers
NEW
Hoglet rolled around, and
with a little help from some
lovely warm wool he was
able to heat right up.

NEW
But Sheep was still fussing.
‘Go to sleep, Hoglet!’ she bleated.
But Hoglet didn’t want to go to sleep.
And he ran quickly on his way.

14

15

Go to Sleep, Hoglet! Book.indd 14-15

In the Green, he says ‘hi’ to the ducks and the swans

Have you seen the Dublin Vampire?

As they fluff up their feathers and splash in the pond.
16

17

The Vampire wakes up as the sun’s going down.
He hops on the ghost bus and rides into town.
Have you seen the Dublin Vampire?
A funny, warm picture book featuring well-known
sights including The Five Lamps, O’Connell
Bridge, Trinity, Grafton Street, the Natural History
Museum, St Stephen’s Green, and Dublin Castle.
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Books
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As the hedgehogs of Ireland
get cosy and snuggle down for
their big winter sleep, one little
hoglet just can’t seem to close his
eyes. Follow the adventures of a
baby hedgehog while exploring
the concept of hibernation
with your class this autumn.

Lunch box and snack
Bosca lóin agus
sneaic
8

‘more than just an adventure to explore
all the places in Ireland’s capital city,
the reader will pick up new words in
English and as Gaeilge … This book is
an absolute joy… perfect for little ones
(and big ones) just learning to speak
Irish.’ – Fallen Star Stories

9

(a
ll a
t the
).
same time
6

7

If you feel sad or lonely, this
shapeshifting hero will show
you what to do! This madcap
tale is ideal for shared
reading in your classroom.

Perfect to accompany
the theme of weather,
join Eva while she
splashes through all
the varieties of rain you
might find in Ireland.

Irish Book Awards
Children’s Book of the
Year ( Junior) (Short-listed)

Check out lots more O’Brien Press picture books at www.obrien.ie/childrens/picture-books
LAI Awards 0–4 Years Category – 2017
White Raven 2016 – International
Youth Library Winner
‘beautifully illustrated … mapping
and sequencing could be explored
after a class reading … suitable for
storytelling with young children
and could be used in an Infant
Classroom’ – InTouch Magazine

Short-listed for the
Irish Book Awards
Children’s Book of
the Year ( Junior)

‘cleverly illustrated … suitable for story time in the
infant classes and for paired reading with junior
pupils … an enjoyable short tale that younger
children would enjoy’ – InTouch Magazine

5

Black Flag – Legends and Non-Fiction
Real Resources for Oral Language Development
Picture books are not just for younger children. A well-chosen book can promote critical thinking and encourage
real talk and discussion in older classes too. These lavish large-format books will enhance engagement of your
pupils and provide an excellent resource for fostering joint attention and reflective dialogue in your classroom.
NEW

‘As swans you will live for nine hundred years!
Until a sweet sound should ring in your ears,
Not any old sound, but the toll of a bell,
Will finish my magic and rupture the spell.
There’s a man with great power, he’s one of a kind,
The sorcerer you want, but he’s one you won’t find.
DO NOT seek, DO NOT search, for he cannot be found,
He’ll make himself known, when the time comes around.’

16

Where did the Red Hand, the famous symbol of Ulster, originate?
It’s the hand of Heremon, a chief so keen to be first to lay claim
to the land that he cut his own hand off the threw it from a ship!
Not all legends from Ulster are so gory, of course, and in this
collection we meet The Great Brown Bull, The Horsemen
of Aileach, Paiste, The Great Black Pig, Maeve MacQuillan,
Fintán, Febor and Fia and, of course, Colmcille and the
Book of Movilla. Evocatively illustrated by Conor Busuttil
(The Children of Lir) this collection of myths from Ireland’s
northern province will enthrall readers young and old.
Suddenly, arrows came flying out of nowhere – some of the little
people were shooting at me! I tried to scramble into my house, but an
arrow hit me in the face, and nearly took out my eye!
‘Hey! Who did that?’ the captain of the guard shouted. He rounded
up six of the little archers, tied their hands behind their backs, and
brought them to me. They stared up at me, quaking in their tiny boots.
At last, I thought, a chance to have a bit of fun! I scooped them all up
in one hand, and dropped five into my pocket. I held up the sixth little
man to my open mouth, as though I intended to eat him, like an ogre
in a fairytale.
‘Yum, yum,’ I said and patted my tummy.
The poor creature nearly passed out and a great gasp came up from
the crowd. When I took out my penknife, they all screamed.
But I had no intention of harming any living creature, no matter how
small. I cut the strings that tied the little man’s hands, then I set him
gently down on the ground. I took the other five out of my pocket and
did the same with them.
Great cheers rang out from the crowd. Soon after, night fell on
Lilliput and people began to go home, waving and blowing little kisses
to me. I waved back, being careful not to wallop anyone by accident.
I heard later that the Emperor was delighted with my merciful
behaviour towards his people.

18
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In our little green Ireland in days of old
A story of magic and courage was told
There once stood a fortress, four children lived here
Along with their father, the mighty King Lir
This charming rhyming story retells the legend of The
Children of Lir, who were turned into swans by their wicked
stepmother and forced to wander across Ireland for 900 years.

“Alas! I have no ruby now,” said the Prince;
“my eyes are all that I have left. They are made of
rare sapphires, which were brought out of India a
thousand years ago. Pluck out one of them and take
it to him. He will sell it to the jeweller, and buy
food and firewood, and finish his play.”
“Dear Prince,” said the Swallow, “I cannot do
that”; and he began to weep.
“Swallow, Swallow, little Swallow,” said the Prince,
“do as I command you.”
So the Swallow plucked out the Prince’s eye, and
flew away to the student’s garret. It was easy enough
to get in, as there was a hole in the roof. Through
this he darted, and came into the room. The young
man had his head buried in his hands, so he did
not hear the flutter of the bird’s wings, and when
he looked up he found the beautiful sapphire lying
on the withered violets.

24

“I am beginning to be appreciated,” he
cried; “this is from some great admirer.
Now I can finish my play,” and he looked
quite happy.
The next day the Swallow flew down to
the harbour. He sat on the mast of a large
vessel and watched the sailors hauling big
chests out of the hold with ropes. “Heave
a-hoy!” they shouted as each chest came
up. “I am going to Egypt”! cried the
Swallow, but nobody minded, and when
the moon rose he flew back to the Happy
Prince.
“I am come to bid you good-bye,” he
cried.
“Swallow, Swallow, little Swallow,” said
the Prince, “will you not stay with me one
night longer?”
“It is winter,” answered the Swallow,
“and the chill snow will soon be here.

25

A book to be treasured, this collection of Oscar Wilde stories
with striking, original artwork can be enjoyed in your classroom
just as it is, or as a stimulus for amazing visual arts lessons.

CBI Book of the Year 2016: Merit Award for Illustrations

Explore the theme of adventure with this gorgeous take
on Gulliver’s Travels. In clear, accessible language with
intriguing illustrations, your students will enjoy predicting
what happens to poor Gulliver next, discussing the
inhabitants of Lilliput, and what they intend to do with him!
‘An engaging read-aloud for junior classes and a valuable book for
readers about the futility of war and the importance of respecting
different perspectives.’ – Children’s Books Ireland

A beautiful new edition of the
widely loved picture book.
Off the coast of Ireland, there lies an island.
It looks just like a giant sleeping in the sea.
But what if it really is a giant – and what
if, one day, the sleeping giant wakes up?
6

‘Both The Happy Prince and The Selfish Giant provide a considerable
body of work in English, Drama and SPHE for senior classes’
– InTouch Magazine

Stories of giants, dragons, fairies and
princesses from Brittany, The Isle of Man,
Scotland, Wales and Ireland. With large,
accessible text, and beautiful illustrations, you
and your class can enjoy each tale individually
or all in one sitting – we don’t mind!

‘a collection of old favourites including The
Children of Lir and The Salmon of Knowledge
in one handsomely illustrated volume for 4+’
– Irish Independent
‘a book to keep and treasure’ – Irish Examiner

N

Black Flag – Legends and Non-Fiction
NEW Children’s Book of the Year 2008

From the author of The Secret of
Kells and Legendary Ireland comes
a beautiful retelling of Irish folklore
accompanied by stunning visuals.
Each engaging
legend takes 10–15
minutes to read,
leaving plenty of
time for reflection
and discussion
with your students
about the story.

and rocks. She clutched Dabilla harder to her. She wasn’t bored now.
She was terrified.
The wild waters carried her past the palace. She saw her ladies, their
mouths open in horror.
The ladies dropped their sewing and started to scream, but Bóann
could not hear them. Her ears were full of rushing water. Her mind was
filling up with all the knowledge of the world.
‘Goodbye!’ she called to the ladies. ‘No more sewing!’
And now she was no longer scared.

The Story of Ireland 1-33.qxd
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Religious

for cyclists who want to get off the main road and get dirty. There are mountain
bike trails all over the country – some are hard and some are easy. If the thought

Merry feasts
The Celts were very fond of merry feasts,
sitting around on animal skins at low tables. And
wine, loads of it, was shipped in from sunny
Mediterranean lands for those merry feasts.

Naked spearmen
A Celtic spearman, it seems, wore a torc around his neck … but
nothing else! He went into battle naked, firing spears to
frighten the
enemy.

Story-telling has it that in Celtic times the head
was all important. People believed that was where
the soul was.
So, often in a battle a warrior
would cut off the heads of
his enemies and then bring
Horse-bits from 100 or 200 years after Jesus Christ,
the heads to the victory feast,
found at Attymon, County Galway. They could have
hanging them on poles and
been used by Celtic warriors for their horses.
tent tops. There are even tales of
these heads talking! Giving messages!

Celtic women
Celtic women had long hair and wore long, loose,
brightly-coloured dresses, dyed with juices from plants. Women
could be leaders over men, though only men were members of the
highest ruling groups. The famous legend Táin Bó Cuailgne (Cattle
Raid of Cooley) tells how Queen Medb of Connacht leads an
invasion of Ulster in a big battle over a brown bull.

There’s no doubt, Celtic times have left a
huge mark on Ireland and its people.
Celtic customs and beliefs mixed in with
the next great chapter in the story of
Ireland – Christianity.
THE STORY OF IRELAND 17

Crammed full of pictures,
cartoons and more, this is the
perfect book for children who
want to know more about our
furry, feathered (and scaly!)
friends. With a special section
on Irish wildlife, and the ‘Irish
Animal Detective’ activities,
Animal Crackers also provides
fun facts and engaging
activities that kids will love!

of travelling downhill through a forest at speed leaves you with a big smile on
your face, then mountain biking is the adventure for you.

Pine Marten

Red Squirrel
Woodpecker

Mountain bikers carry
spare tubes, tools, a
pump and a first aid kit
in their backpacks.

If you’re a beginner, you can learn how to use your brakes – no

flying over the handlebars, learn how to go uphill and stay in your

seat, learn how to go downhill staying focused and relaxed and learn
how to stay in control of your bike with all kinds of obstacles coming
your way!

Or, if mountains and mud aren’t your thing, but you love to cycle,
you can try some of the beautiful greenways around the country.
Got your helmet? Got your bike? Let’s hit the trail!

Stoat
Peacock Butterfly
8

9

Ireland is full of adventures!
Fun and excitement wait
around every corner – in
the city, in the countryside,
and over the mountains.

PART 1 SOME OF OUR FAVOURlTE ANlMALS

The lncredible World of Cats
The History of Cats
Cats have been around for millions of years,
but have only been domesticated in the last 5
to 10 thousand years.

ABOUT IRISH FARMING

PART 1 SOME OF OUR FAVOURlTE ANlMALS

All cats are carnivores or flesh eaters and most hunt alone.
Domestic cats are descended from the small wild cat, Felis
Silvestris, which still lives in Europe, western Asia and Africa
today.

Wildcats or ‘Small Cats’
Wildcats, also known as ‘small cats’ (as opposed to ‘big cats’ like tigers) live
mainly in forests, or on mountains. The bobcat is the most common wildcat
in North America. The puma or cougar lives in North and South America and
is a wildcat even though it’s actually pretty big! The lynx is a wildcat that lives
in Europe, North America and Asia.

The most famous early cats are the sabretoothed cats, like the Smilodon fatalis which,
lived in America. They became extinct about
12,000 years ago. They had long canine teeth
and used them like daggers to stab their prey.

There are no wildcats in Ireland anymore, but they do still live in Scotland!

During the Ice Age there was an eruption of
sticky black tar from under the earth near
modern-day Los Angeles.
It trapped thousands of animals including
2,000 Smilodons. Their skeletons were
discovered by scientists around 1901.
There is now a museum at the La Brea
Tar Pits where you can see over a million
Ice Age fossils, including Smilodon teeth
and bones.

‘This book teaches you so much about
Ireland. What I really liked about this
book were the illustrations and the
layout. The extra bits of information all
around the pages were fun to look at …
it is very interesting and I liked it quite
a lot.’ – Seamus, Fifth Class, Tullyallen
NS, Drogheda, Seomra Ranga

NEW

Scottish wildcats live in the forests in Scotland, but they are in danger of
extinction. They have stocky bodies and a short tail, and their kittens are fierce
and almost impossible to tame.

Hoppy’s Feline Facts
Cats have excellent eyesight, even in dim light. Their whiskers (or ‘vibrissae’)
are also quite special. They are highly sensitive and can tell the shape and texture
of any object when they brush against it. Cats can even detect change in air
currents using their whiskers – letting them know when a predator may be near!

Domestic cats, or pet cats, don’t look
all that different to wild cats,
although wild cats are often
much bigger! All cats – wild and
domestic – belong to the same
family of animals, the Felidae.

The smallest domestic cat is the Singapura.
They are so small they can fit in a teacup.
The largest domestic cat is the mighty ragdoll.
They are twice the size of an average pet cat!
Cats spend around two-thirds of every day asleep.

26
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Book Award: Age 6-9 – 2019 (Winner)

A beautiful picture book tracking
nature through the seasons in
Ireland. It explores nature in your
back garden as well as weird and
wonderful natural phenomena,
such as the metamorphosis from
tadpole to frog; the red deer rut in
autumn; or a starling flock in winter.

And of course, there are PET farms. These are where you
come to see the animals up close, and you sometimes get
to touch them! A zoo inspector visits a pet farm to make
sure the animals are healthy, with houses, enough space
and plenty of food and water.

Farms are wonderful! They’re a big part of our culture and a
symbol of Ireland. On farms, people and animals live and work
side by side. They make lots of products we use every day.
So what are the different kinds of farm?

food products
TILLAGE farms produce
maize, beans,
like cereals, sugar beet,
oilseed rape and potatoes.

DAIRY farms produce
milk, mainly
from cows.This is used
to make
cheese, yogurt and much
more.

CHICKEN farms are where
SHEEP farms are everywhere
for
farmers raise hens for
in Ireland. Sheep are raised
their
their wool, dairy and meat.
eggs and meat.
goat milk and
GOAT farms produce
BEEF farms raise cattle
for the
now become
meat. Goat meat has
meat industry. This is where
your
popular in Ireland.
steaks and burgers come
from.
alpacas mainly
ALPACA farms breed
sell alpacas
for their wool. Some also
protect their
to other farmers to help
dogs.
sheep from foxes and

4

ORGANIC farms grow
crops without
using pesticides or artificial
fertilisers.
They have special certification
to prove it.

FARMING ...

... began in Ireland around 4000BC, during the
New Stone Age. Farmers made and used some
of the first-ever tools! By 1845, two-thirds
of Irish people relied on the land for their
food. Today, though the number of farms is
going down, their size is going up. Look out
for farm events like the National Ploughing
Championships, farmers’ markets and animal
shows all around Ireland!

5

A book on all aspects of farming in Ireland, from all
over Ireland, including traditional farm animals like
cattle, sheep, goats and poultry to more unusual
animals like alpacas, wild boar, rhea and fish.
‘an assortment of feathered friends and plenty of four-legged friends
too … lots of surprise entries in this informative hardback … an eclectic
and very positive portrayal of Irish farming … a refreshing change from
the standard animal books for younger children, this is inspirational stuff
for wannabe Irish farmers’ – Evening Echo
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Headhunters

NEW

With our gorgeous hills, forests and mountains, Ireland is a perfect playground

10:05

The Celts loved competitions like running, jumping and ball games. They
played an early form of hurling and had a board-game similar to chess
called ficheall.
Ireland has the richest tradition of Celtic stories in Europe. Many of
these are about the great legendary heroes such as CúChulainn.

16 THE STORY OF IRELAND

Mountain Biking – Let’s Go Off-Road!

13/08/2007

Games, pastimes and stories

The Celts believed that many gods watched over them,
from misty mountain tops, from homes in the sky, but
also from all kinds of earthly places like streams
and rivers. Celtic people had druids to explain
the mysteries of the other world. The druids
were like priests, but they also acted as
A carved head from
teachers, wizards, judges, prophets, poets,
about 100 years after
Jesus Christ, found at
doctors and advisers to the kings; they
Drumleague, Corleck,
were very powerful and they
County Cavan.
communicated with the gods and
National Museum.
made sacrifices to them to keep them
in a good mood.

2

Nechtan and the druids ran towards the well. They looked on in
horror as the water carried Bóann along. She was battered against trees

Reading Association of Ireland Award 2009

A spectacular tour of Ireland’s history
for younger readers, now available in
paperback.

‘really attractive, easy-to-follow layout … overflowing with stunning
photographs and engaging, child-friendly cartoons accompanied by
clear accessible text … perfect to encourage children to discover their
local wildlife’ – Parents in Touch
Spawn

Embryo in egg

A FROG’S LIFE
A frog is an amphibian; it begins its life in water and then,
spends most of its time on land.
Each spring – but sometimes as early as January or February depending on the weather –
frogs return to the same pond in which they were born, to breed and lay their eggs (this is
called spawning).
Males usually arrive at the pond first and croak loudly at night to call the females.
Each female lays about 2,000 eggs which are fertilised by a male. The eggs then take in water and

Hatched tadpole

swell up to form frogspawn that floats on the surface.
After about 2 weeks, a tadpole wriggles out of each egg.
After about 5 weeks, its back legs grow. It now
breathes air and must swim to the surface to take
gulps of air.
At about 10 weeks, it grows front legs, too.
Then its tail begins to disappear as it is
absorbed back into its body.
Soon the tadpole has become a froglet,
which looks like a perfect miniature frog.
Froglets leave the pond in June or July to
begin life on land.

Froglet

n
you get whe
What do
a
a frog with
you cross
er!
woolly jump
sheep? A

Frogspawn

The transformation from
tadpole to frog is
called metamorphos
is.
Frogs can live for 7 or
8 years.
Frogs come in lots of
colours – from yellow
to
pale green to dark brown.
A frog’s skin can become
darker to match its
surroundings – to
camouflage it and make
it more difficult for
predators, like herons,
hedgehogs and rats,

about me - frog
My Irish name: Frog.
My body: I have webbed feet to help
me swim fast.
My eyes are very sensitive to
movement. When small insects move
close by, I flick out my long tongue to
grab my dinner.

DID YOU KNOW?
This colour change takes
about two hours.
The common frog is
the only species
of frog in Ireland.
There are two other
amphibians in
Ireland – the rare natterjack
toad,
only found in counties
Kerry and
Wexford, and the smooth
newt.

My long sticky tongue is attached to
the front of my mouth (instead of the
back like yours!). My tongue can be
a third the length of my body. If you
had the same sort of tongue it would
reach your belly button!
I like to eat: Insects, worms, spiders
and slugs, making me very popular
with gardeners.
Home: In wetlands, ponds, damp
vegetation and hedgerows.

to find.
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Purple Flag – Reading Level
Title Here
5+
Children love the quirky characters and funny, heart-warming stories at the Purple Flag
level. With simple text and lively illustrations, these books are perfect for emergent readers
who need an extra boost. They are also suitable for older, more reluctant readers.
Reintroducing Danny Brown

Now in full colour! These Danny Brown books
introduce your children to a hugely popular
character who is full of mischief.
‘fun and lively stories … bright and colourful
illustrations’ – Ireland’s Own

Panda Series & Teaching Resources
‘They are guaranteed to capture and sustain the interest of the emergent
reader.’ – InTouch Magazine

Don’t forget that when you choose an O’Brien Panda, you
get a whole teaching support package. Our Activity Sheets
are created for teachers by teachers, with the primary school
curriculum in mind. Our Reading Programme includes teaching
ideas for over 30 Panda books, all available for free online.

Yellow Flag – Reading Level 6+
Yellow Flag books take your emerging readers in hand and combine
lively, silly and engaging characters with beautifully penned illustrations
to support them through their first books with chapters!

Have you got fans of Horrid Henry or Dirty Bertie in
your class? The Mad Grandad books will be perfect
for children who love a bit of silliness teamed
with hilarious characters that just keep getting
themselves into trouble!

Your students will love reading all about
Lenny and his Mad Grandad’s humorous
misadventures by award-winning Irish children’s
author and illustrator Oisín McGann.
‘Alright,’ Alfie decided finally,
‘Right there, by the fuchsia bush.’
‘The what bush?’ Mr Green knew
nothing about gardening.
‘Fuchsia,

Alfie’s magical book gives him special powers
and opens up a whole new, wonderful world.
Read about his adventures with his friend
Fitzer, his journeys to Arcania, and how Whacker
Walsh just can’t get the better of him!

F-E-W-S-H-A,
that bush
with the red
flowers that
look like
umbrellas.’
‘Oh,
right.’
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‘gorgeous books beautifully illustrated by Jean Texier. Perfect
for six-to-seven-year-olds.’– The Sunday Independent

8
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Red Flag – Reading Level 8+
Red Flag Books are perfect for your students who are gaining more confidence in reading alone. With short
chapters, amusing characters and quirky illustrations, these series will definitely appeal to your 8 to 10 year
olds, and are a must for your classroom library.
Cass and her best friends Lex and Nicholas are the
Bubble Street Gang! They investigate crimes, solve
mysteries and have brilliant adventures.

Book 1

Book 2

Book 3

Summer
Reading e
Challeng
2018
Dublin
Citywide
Reading n
Campaig
2018

‘this easy-reading, entertaining
short novel is perfect for fans of
Enid Blyton’ – CBI Recommended
Reading Guide 2017

‘I highly recommend it for
ages 7–8 to read alone or for
sharing with the whole family or
classroom.’ – Fallen Star Stories

‘lively and funny … witty and
appealing, peopled by characters
who jump off the page’
– Inis Magazine

‘Cass is a real force of nature,
lively, impulsive, never short
of ideas or the nerve and
determination to make them
happen.’ – lovereading4kids

Book 4

In their 4th book in the series, Cass
and the gang test their wits against
other scavenging teams, and use
their detective skills to solve the
mystery of a golden locket.

Free Teaching Guides
written by Peter Heaney available
online for The Clubhouse
Mystery, Making Millions, Diary
Detectives & Scavenger Hunt!

Diary Detectives

I grinned again
, jammed my hand
into my
pocket and pulle
d out a compass
.
‘How did you
know to bring
that?
’ said
Nicholas.
‘Cos in books,’
I said, ‘all the
best scavenger hunters carry
a compass. It’s
essential
equipment.’

ISBN 978-1-78849-022-1
eBook ISBN 978-1-78849-061-0

Erika McGann
Teaching Guide
By Peter Heaney
RATIONALE & THEMES

offer suggestions on developing the themes.

Cass leads Nicholas and Lex on a detective adventure to identify a
mystery bully from the past. She had discovered evidence of a mean
plot to humiliate the school drama group in an old school diary in a
box of old books that she was selling at a car boot sale. However, the
diary is retrieved by the owner before Cass can investigate properly
and now they must search for clues to identify the bully.

Section 1
Car Boot Treasures
Pages 9- 66
SUMMARY

A charming comic story that has the gang casting a suspicious eye on
every adult in the street to unmask the culprit.

Diary Detectives

I held the compass
still and waited
for the
needle to settle.
It pointed right
at me. I

ISBN 978-1-78849-022-1
eBook ISBN 978-1-78849-061-0

Cass Okara, the founder member of the Bubble Street Gang, is
incensed. Ms Lee, has established a Residents’ Committee and is
now controlling where the children can play and how much noise
they can create.

The themes include:
 Friendship
 Bullying
 Prejudice
 Confidence
 Insecurity
 Sharing information
 Secrets
 Fairness
 Taking responsibility

When a list of rules for street games is released, the gang realize that
the impact on fun will be devastating.
Determined to ignore the new rules, Cass and her gang organize
a massive game of Relievo for the street. However, with the game
underway and the noise at fever pitch, Ms Lee appears with copies
of the new rules and directs them from the street to the green and
deflates their excitement entirely.
The Residents’ Association organize a car boot sale and Cass is
volunteered to man a book stall, where browsing the books, she
discovers an old school diary from the local secondary school.

SUMMARY
Ms Lee starts to ruffle feathers when she sets up a Residents’
Association and begins to introduce a lot of rules designed to control
the behaviour of the children playing on the street.

Realizing that it must have belonged to one of her neighbours, she
peeks inside.

During one of her initiatives, a car boot sale, Cass is asked to man a
book stall. Browsing through some of the old books, she is shocked to
read a series of mean comments scrawled inside an old school diary.

Shocked at the mean comments she finds, she tries to identify the
owner, but the name is illegible.
Distracted by a customer, Cass tucks the book away and then goes
off to gather the gang to help her investigate.

Recognizing the name of the school as their local school, Cass realizes
that the diary must have belonged to one of the adults in their street.

When they return to the stall, the book has disappeared.

Distracted by a customer, Cass quickly hides the book before
searching for and assembling the other members of the Bubble Street
Gang.

At last the Bubble Street Gang have an investigation worthy of their
detective skills and they set off to identify the owner of the diary and
expose their mean plans.

Erika McGann
By Peter Heaney

DISCUSSION POINTS

 (Read pp 9&12): Cass has decided that Ms Lee is her mortal

enemy. If we decide that someone is an enemy, would this
encourage us to behave in a certain way towards them? What
other ways do we group people and how does this affect how we
deal with them?
 (Read p22): Cass is annoyed that the Residents’ Committee have
decided to enforce rules to control the noise that the children
make on the street. Is this unreasonable? Do adults have a right
not to be disturbed by noise? How can children and adults share
the same space without annoying each other?

Following their suspicions, they deploy their full range of detective
skills until they finally unmask the culprit discovering a secret from
the past that shocks them all.

APPROACH
This is a very entertaining read. Although the plot is comic, it is also
engaging, with many opportunities for discussion.
This guide has divided the story into three sections and the activities

1

92

Teaching Guide

RATIONALE & THEMES

When they return to investigate, the diary has gone and they are
left with no alternative but to turn detective and follow the clues to
identify the culprit.

Diary Detectives

Book 4 in the Cass & Bubble
Street Gang Series!

Cass leads Nicholas and Lex on a detective adventure to identify a
mystery bully from the past. She had discovered evidence of a mean
plot to humiliate the school drama group in an old school diary in a
box of old books that she was selling at a car boot sale. However, the
diary is retrieved by the owner before Cass can investigate properly
and now they must search for clues to identify the bully.

Check out a preview of the first book in the

offer suggestionsseries
on developing
the themes.
and a meet-the-author
video online

at www.obrien.ie/the-clubhouse-mystery

Section 1
Car Boot Treasures
Pages 9- 66

Teaching Guide

A charming comic story that has the gang casting a suspicious eye on
every adult in the street to unmask the culprit.
The themes include:

SUMMARY
Cass Okara, the founder member of the Bubble Street Gang, is
incensed. Ms Lee, has established a Residents’ Committee and is
now controlling where the children can play and how much noise

9

Leabhair Gaeilge
An enjoyable and practical way to learn the first essential
words in Irish!
Age 6+ native speakers/Age 8+ others
Hide & Speak Irish goes further than most picture word books.
It offers an effective and simple way to learn over 130 key
Irish words, following the tried-and-tested method of ‘look,
cover and speak’. Using the two wipe-clean flaps at the back
of the book to cover the words or the pictures, users can
practise speaking or writing the words as many times as they
want. Hide & Speak Irish is organised into fifteen popular
themes, including farm, school, family, colours and food.
•• Wipe-clean flaps can be used
over and over again
•• Combines key words and picture prompts
•• Contains an easy-to-use
pronunciation guide
•• Engaging, humorous full-colour picture
spreads illustrate each theme
‘A good introduction to the language for children
or adult learners.’ – Evening Echo

GLAC

!

‘Practical, simple and more fun for kids than it
sounds!’ – Books Ireland

Sraith leabhar do léitheoirí óga atá maisithe go hálainn.
Bealach fíorspreagúil í an tsraith seo leis an nGaeilge
a shaothrú sa seomra ranga. Ais íontach í freisin do
thuismitheoirí ar mhaith leo léamh na Gaeilge a chur chun cinn
sa bhaile.

Áine Ní Ghlinn
Laureate
na nÓg
Scríbhneoir agus
léachtóir í Áine Ní Ghlinn. Tá trí
chnuasach filíochta foilsithe aici.
Bíonn sí ag scríobh freisin don
dráma teilifíse Ros na Rún ar TG4.

The second book in a vibrant and
exciting Irish-language series from
The O’Brien Press for children aged
8+ (native speakers)/9+ (others).
SCÉAL EILE books build on the success
of the SOS series for younger readers,
and are perfect for developing Irish
language skills in the classroom.
Cluiche peile ag rang a sé.
Buachaillí in aghaidh cailíní.
Deir na múinteoirí nach
bhfuil ann ach spraoi.
Dar le hEoghan, áfach, tá i bhfad
níos mó ná sin i gceist. Bród!
Onóir! Stádas na mbuachaillí!

Also in this series: Éasca Péasca

Billeoga Saothair

NUA

Tá puifín beag fiosrach ina cónaí ar
Sceilg Mhichíl. Ach níl a tuismitheoirí
in ann teacht uirthi ina bpoll. Cá
bhfuil sí? Is maith an rud é go
bhfuil ainmhithe agus éanlaithe
na Sceilge réidh chun cabhrú.
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Billeoga Saothair bunaithe ar na
leabhair Sos; Fíor nó Bréagach,
Aimsigh na Difríochta, Deir
Ó Grádaigh, Rabhlóga …

Blue Flag – ReadingTitle
Level
Here
9+
O’Brien Press Blue Flag books offer a wealth of adventure, fantasy and historical fiction from award-winning authors. These are
stories to love – stories of friendship and family life, of teamwork and good-natured competition. Many of these books have won
awards, have been translated into several languages and are hugely popular with primary school students and their teachers.
NEW

Will Colm stay in Ireland
and join the Volunteers
or will he fulfil his dream of working
as a musician in America? A long-held
family secret comes to light, rocks Colm’s
world and shows him the way to go.

‘Another fine piece of children’s fiction
from O’Brien Press, a publishing company
determined to keep Irish history alive for
younger readers … we are transported back to 1919 and given the
opportunity to get a sense of what it must have been like as an Irish
citizen during this period … The book strikes the right balance of
humour, suspense, intrigue and poignancy, while also providing us with
important historical insights, making it a highly entertaining read for
children in the middle to senior classes in primary school’ – Reviewed
by Duncan McCarthy, St Anthony’s BNS, Cork for InTouch Magazine

NEW

NEW

NEW Nobody was more DEADLY than the Vikings who
attacked Ireland in the 8th century: DEADLY
Viking warriors! DEADLY Viking ships! DEADLY
Viking weapons!

‘The first instalment of a new series; Deadly
Irish History: The Vikings takes us on a madcap,
marauding, entertaining and highly informative
journey back in time and packed full of facts,
legends and stories about Viking life and their quests in Ireland. With
clever and quirky illustrations donning every page, there are cartoons
and comics; tongue-in-cheek ‘newspaper articles’, ‘documents’ and
‘catalogs’ highlighting all your Viking needs...all proving that Irish
history isn’t boring at all...it’s deadly!’ – Fallen Star Stories

Brian Gallagher

These powerful and
engaging novels will help
your students see historical
struggles first-hand. Perfect
for your school library or
Ireland’s
War of
as a whole-class novel.
Independence

A What if?
Tale of
Resistance

‘an Irish historical novel for preteens that is both riveting and
insightful’ – Sunday Independent

Ireland’s
War of
Independence

‘Excellent for individual or
classroom reading.’ – CBI
Recommended Reads 2017

‘a fast-moving historical novel
… this book would be ideal
for the senior classes as an
introduction to the Easter
Rising’ – InTouch Magazine
1916

NEW

Take your class on an
Artic Adventure with
this excellent choice for a class novel.
Francis Crozier, second-in-command to
Sir John Franklin, is arctic-bound with HMS
Erebus and Terror, in search of the fabled
North-West Passage. In Derry, Ann and
brother William are convinced that the spirit
of their dead sister Weesy is haunting them.
An enthralling novel based on real events.
Michael Collins is brought vividly to
life in a thrilling new novel for young
readers, spanning his childhood in
West Cork, through the Easter Rising,
and onwards to his fight for Ireland’s
independence. This is the story of the
‘Big Fella’ – brave hero and determined
leader, loyal friend and dangerous enemy
– and his huge impact on Irish history.

Come now on a journey to discover what
these ‘barbarians’ were really like – what
they believed in, how they lived and died
and whether they were as DEADLY! as
we have been told. Accessible, fun and
crammed to the rafters with cartoons
and wacky illustrations, this book is
as deadly as Irish history gets!

A new alternate take on history
in Ireland, this powerful and
engaging novel takes the reader
on an imaginative journey. What
if Ireland had been occupied by
Nazis? Where would you stand?

1913
Lockout

‘brought the
turbulence of
the 1913 lockout
alive for young
readers’ – Sunday
Independent

‘a vivid portrayal of a torn city and
divided loyalties’
‘perfect historical fiction read for
ages 10 years+’ – Primary Times
1922 Civil War

World War II

1969 Northern Ireland

‘fans of history aged 9 and upwards will adore … Arrivals by Brian
Gallagher about Irish emigrants in Canada … may be his best book yet’
– irishtimes.com

1920s Canada

‘the dual narration adds to the tension in this fine story, which also
shines a light on Irish attitudes to the British Empire’– Irish Examiner
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Blue Flag – Reading LevelTitle
9+ Sport
Here
Any sports fans in your class? These novels will be a fantastic addition to your class library and,
with free online resources available, have the potential to be excellent whole-class novels
or series of novels that will engage even the most reluctant of readers.
NEW

NEW

Thirteen-year-old Anna loves Gaelic football, and she's good:
focused, skilled and strong. But then everything changes;
after a terrible loss, Anna and her family move to a new
town. How will she cope with a new home, new school and
new GAA club? It seems like even football can't give her
comfort, maybe some help from an unexpected place is
just what she needs ... She discovers a forgotten gift from
her father - a pair of bright orange football socks. With the
help of these brightly coloured good-luck charms, Anna
slowly begins to gain confidence both on and off the pitch.
The first book in the Sports Academy
series from the author of the hugely
popular Rugby Spirit series. Ideal for
children who love sport but not reading!
‘Will appeal to all those sports fans, who
dream of making it big’ – Sunday Independent

A fantastic rugby series that will thrill any
rugby-mad youngster in your class!
‘the world of rugby is full of excitement and intrigue in this pacy series
by an author whose love for the game shines through in the writing …
a brilliant combination of sport and mystery and definitely a story to
encourage reading’ – Parents in Touch

12

Eoin Madden and his
friends are having a great
summer playing hurling
and football. Everything
is going well – apart from
some trouble with local
bullies – so why is Eoin
bumping into his ghostly
friends? They usually only
appear when trouble is
on its way. As Eoin learns
more about the darkest
day in Croke Park and
GAA History, will he be
in time to stop a modern
tragedy unfolding?

‘The whole story was very exciting and a great read overall … I
would highly recommend this book for age group: 9-14 … My Dad
loved the historical reference to Bloody Sunday and it also taught
me about Bloody Sunday. I would give this book a 9/10. Overall I
loved the book. Keep up the good work’ – Aisling (age 10), 4th Class,
Holy Rosary Primary School, Firhouse, Dublin 24, Seomra Ranga

Five kids with one dream: to become
the greatest sports stars in the world!
‘Short chapters and a fast-paced plot make
this a good choice for reluctant readers’ –
Irish Independent

Other Sports Fiction

Blue Flag – Reading Level 9+ Sport
Introducing NEW Non-Fiction Books for your
class library that will be perfect for Sports fans.

NEW

Great Irish Sports Stars Series
‘For teachers, books of this genre will help you address the potential
fiction/non-fiction imbalance in your classroom and school libraries
… it can only be hoped that these books are the first of many in this
series.’ – InTouch Magazine

Born in Cobh, County Cork,
Sonia O’Sullivan is Ireland’s
best ever athlete, having won
Olympic Silver and multiple
World Championship gold
medals, both on the track and
cross country. It wasn’t success
all the way, and Sonia had some
very difficult days, but she’s
an amazing example of what
determination, hard work and
natural talent can achieve:
she’s a real role model for girls
and boys alike. This fast-paced,
engaging telling of her life
is aimed at young readers.

This instalment of the Great
Irish Sports Stars series follows
Cooper’s journey as a young
footballer, from his club Dr Crokes
in Killarney, where he was given his
famous nickname, all the way to
Croke Park, where he won 5 AllIreland titles. This is the story of
how a kid who everyone counted
out became one of the greatest
gaelic footballers of all time.

Cora Staunton is an elite
sportswoman: winner of four
All-Irelands, 11 All-Stars and
five Club All-Irelands. When
she was young, she was small
for her age and had to prove
herself at every level: to the
boys in her club, to the Mayo
selectors who took a chance
on her as a teenager, but most
importantly to herself. From
Croke Park to the stadiums of
Sydney, Cora has proved herself
to be a master of the game.

In this inspirational book,
he describes life as a boy in
Neilstown, the ups and downs
of his life and career, and the
powerful life lessons and skills
that sport can teach a child.
‘Possibly more inspiring than all
his glories in the ring, however,
are the life lessons Dunne
has learned from boxing, and
which he now communicates to
young fans’ – Evening Echo

Is your school participating
in the Active Schools
programme? Then this
compendium of Irish childhood
games with handy tips and ‘risk’
ratings will provide fantastic
inspiration for you and your
students! And it’s great fun too!

‘easy to follow instructions for
childhood games … I think this book
would definitely encourage children
to engage in some physical activity
away from the television!’ – InTouch
Magazine
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Contents
ARE YOU COMING OUT TO PLAY?

‘it will encourage children to park the
remote control in the holder & engage
in some physical activity in the fresh air.
This book is definitely a stocking filler
for the teacher or parent in one’s life’ –
seomraranga.com
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Blue Flag – Reading Level 9+
With strong female protagonists, these novels would be perfect
for exploring any number of themes in your classroom.

Anna Carey

NEW

Set in the midst of the Irish Lockdown of
1913, real-life historical events are told
in the strong emotional voice of 14year old Betty. When Betty hears about
a soup kitchen organised by the Irish
Women Workers’ Union at Liberty Hall,
she’s determined to help out. There, she
meets other union activists, Countess
Markievicz, and sympathetic suffragettes.
As the Lockout continues into the bitter
winter months, people are beginning
to starve. Can Betty do her bit to help?
Can she really change their fortunes?

‘An accessible diary-style account of
the suffragette movement in Dublin
in 1912 with some remarkable
contemporary parallels.’
– irishtimes.com

Anna’s first book, The Real Rebecca,
won the Senior Children’s Book
prize at the Irish Book Awards. The
Making of Mollie (2016) was her first
historical novel and was shortlisted
for the Senior Children’s Book prize
at the 2016 Irish Book Awards; it
was followed by the equally popular
Mollie on the March in 2018.

Mollie Carberry is a suffragette!
Well, sort of. Mollie and her best
friend Nora have been bravely
fighting for women’s rights – even
though no one else really knows
about it. But when they hear a
big protest is being planned, they
know they have to take part.

IBAs
Children’sior
Book Sened
Shortlist

ISBN 978-1-78849-008-5
Mollie on the March‘just as charming
as the first … a
eBook ISBN 978-1-78849-035-1

deeply relatable story … a welcome
reminder that Irish history has more
to it than nationalist rebellions’ –
Irish Times

Anna Carey
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Blue Flag – Reading Level 9+ Judi Curtin
Teachers, buy these series for your classroom library! Your students
will love these books from Ireland’s favourite children’s writer.
NEW

In the second instalment of the
series, Judi Curtin has crafted
a strong representation of the
historical time period, featuring
well-known figures from Irish
history, including Constance
Markievicz. As a housemaid in
service at the Big House of the
Gore-Booths, Lily works hard,
but has fun with her friend Nellie
and doesn’t lose sight of her
dream of becoming a teacher.
Lily tries to help her friend Nellie
find her long lost sister, but when
a valuable locket goes missing,
it spells trouble for everyone. A
warm and engaging story about
friendship, set in the changing
world of early 20th century Ireland.

When Lily is a young
teenager, the time comes
for her and her friends
to leave school and find
work; some are emigrating
to America, some going
to work in shops. Lily is
going into service in the
Big House – Lissadell.

Time After Time series
‘An excellent read which explores the issues
that face families, as well as exploring an
age without today's technology. Highly
recommended.’ – Parents in Touch
‘beautifully told, Time After Time is humourous,
nostalgic and engaging’ – Inis Magazine

‘Curtin’s books are
heart-warming but
they also deal with
some thoughtprovoking subjects’
– Irish Independent

Children’s Book of the Year (Senior) – 2017 Winner
Our favourite time-travelling best friends decide to travel back to the
1960s and do their best to fix a terrible accident. An exciting story
about time-travel, family and friendship that your students will adore!

Judi Curtin is the best-selling author
of the ‘Alice and Megan’ series, the
smash-hit ‘Eva’ series, the awardwinning ‘Time After Time’ series,
and the new ‘Lily at Lissadell’ series.
She is an Irish Book Award Winner
and multiple-time nominee.
‘Ireland’s answer to Jacqueline
Wilson.’ – Irish Independent

Teaching Resources
Loads of FREE teaching
guides are available on
obrien.ie/schools – try them
in your classroom today!

Lily at Lissadell

ISBN 978-1-78849-1-280
eBook ISBN 978-1-78849-1-617

Judi Curtin
Teaching Guide

‘Delightful, gentle, clean fun …the author captures perfectly the true joy of girls’
friendships at this important age.’ – CBI Recommended Reads 2016

The Alice and Megan series
‘Girls and boys will warm to Judi Curtin’s funny
stories about friendship …’ – Sunday Independent

The Eva series
“Funny, entertaining and a real page turner ... this
book raises two very topical issues, treatment
of the elderly in nursing homes and the rights of
immigrants, which could be explored after a class
reading.” – InTouch Magazine

By Peter Heaney
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Stand By Me
Judi Curtin

Teaching Guide

Should I Stay Or Should I Go?

Alice Again
by Judi Curtin

(Read pp 178-187)
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the development of the story.
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theUnable
never try to contact her again.
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SUMMARY

going?

large sheet
By Meof paper
Use a Stand
and write out all the
reasons you can think of
in two columns. One for
going and one for staying.

‘The author’s portrayal of bullying is realistic and
sensitive, and may well be of help to a child who is
dealing with a similar situation of isolation.’
– Inis Magazine

1

Teaching Guide

Then use this smaller sheet
to decide for yourself which
you think were the most
convincing arguments for
each decision.
Finally, do you think that
your group could reach
a unanimous decision on
the reason that eventually
persuaded Megan to stay?
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Inspiring Individuals
The non-fiction section of your library has just gotten very exciting! New, extraordinary books for
EVERYONE who is bold enough to dream of changing the world. Order these for your classroom today!
Are you ready to be inspired? Open these books and
discover a world of courage, bravery and adventure from
some of Ireland’s most daring and fearless men and women.
‘Dream big. You can’t put a limit on your dreams because nothing
is impossible’ – Katie Mullan, Ireland Hockey Captain

About the Author and Illustrators
Author Sarah Webb is the author of
the Ask Amy Green and Songbird Café
series for young readers. She worked
for many years as a children’s bookseller
and now combines writing with school
visits, reading and giving workshops at
festivals and teaching creative writing.
Lauren O’Neill is an illustrator and graphic
designer based in Dublin. Lauren has been
an avid reader since childhood so illustrating
books has been a lifelong ambition.
Winner of two Irish Book Awards
(Children’s Book Senior & Best Irish-Published)
‘At school I was taught that men were the
history makers … but that simply was not
true. There have always remarkable women
shaping our world and in this book I wanted
to shine a light on some of these amazing
female Irish pioneers.’ – Sarah Webb
Packed with fun, fascinating facts and stunning,
full-page illustrations, this book celebrates
the trail-blazers who have shaped the world
we live in. Perfect for schools and libraries.

From windscreen wipers to the life
raft; coffee filters to emergency
flares; Apollo Mission software
to Monopoly: this beautifully
illustrated book is a guide to
remarkable, practical, skilful and
amazing inventions by women who
have made their mark on history.
With a step-by-step guide to
inspire and encourage readers to
come up with their own inventions,
Bright Sparks is an empowering
book that will be essential in
your classroom this year.

About the Author
Dublin-based architect Owen O’Doherty wrote Bright
Sparks in response to a question from his daughter, Anna,
who had never heard of anything invented by a woman.
This book was a present to Anna on her seventh birthday.
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Graham Corcoran is an illustrator from
Dublin. His work can be seen in magazines,
exhibitions, book covers and advertising
campaigns around the world. Graham has also
designed several animated children’s tv series
for RTE, BBC and Nick Jr. Dare To Dream is his
first illustrated book for children.

Teaching Guides
available free at
www.obrien.ie

In 2017, Dr. Norah Patten, from
Ballina in Co. Mayo, was one
of 12 participants from around
the world selected to take part
in a unique scientist-astronaut
training programme. She is now
on course to become Ireland’s
first astronaut! This is an
empowering book, encouraging
children to follow their dreams.
About the Author
Norah Patten was 11 years of age when she visited NASA
on a family trip to the United States. From that moment
she was hooked on all things space! Norah has given
talks at the BT Young Scientist and Technology Exhibition
and helped to launch the CBI Bold Girls campaign.

Sports Heroes/Non-Fiction
Title Here

NEW

NEW

Meet the Irish men and women who aimed high in the
sport they love. From Dan Donnelly, our first heavyweight
boxing champion, to our greatest runner, Sonia O’Sullivan.
From Brian O'Driscoll's amazing rugby performances to
Rosemary Smyth's rally driving brilliance. From the heroic
rowing of the O'Donovan brothers to our women’s hockey
team: the first ever Irish team to reach a world final.
Featuring many people whose achievements have fallen
from view, such as Anne O'Brien (the first Irish female
professional football player) and Francie Barrett, the first
traveller to represent Ireland at the Olympic Games.

It may seem strange to us now, but for a long time,
with Ireland ruled by Britain, it was against the law to
play sports like hurling and Gaelic football. That has all
changed, and football, hurling and camogie are Ireland’s
most popular sports. Gaelic sports icon Micheál Ó
Muircheartaigh shares his lifelong passion for the GAA
with young readers, as he guides them through its history,
and its most iconic stadium, Croke Park. The stadium
changed as Ireland changed, and it has been the venue
for some of the most memorable matches in our history,
as well as major historic events like Bloody Sunday.

O’Donovan Brothers
ROWING

1992 & 1994
For two weeks in 2016, Gary and Paul O’Donovan turned rowing into one of the most popular
sports in Ireland. Their heroic rowing and hilarious interviews made them into national
celebrities during the 2016 Summer Olympics.

Gary and Paul grew up in the parish of Aughadown outside Skibbereen, in West Cork.

Their father Teddy was a rower and coached Gary and Paul at Skibbereen Rowing Club. A

beautiful town right on the water, Skibbereen is a perfect place to learn to row, but unlike their

competitors from other countries, the brothers did not have incredible training facilities to work
with. However, through sheer hard work, they became two of the best rowers in the world. They

also credit their granny, Mary, for the soup and brown bread she fed them after training sessions!
Gary and Paul were brilliant rowers from an early age, and won a gold medal in junior quad

sculls in 2008 in one of the UK’s top regattas. They had many successes in their young career,
but it wasn’t until the 2016 Olympics that the brothers became household names. They won
the hearts of the nation with their tremendous performance on the water, and their brilliant
interviews off it.

They explained their tactics for success in rowing: ‘Close your eyes and pull like a dog’. They

credited their success to a pre-race meal of ‘steak and spuds’. They were sports stars who spoke
like regular Irish people.

In the end, they won a silver medal in the lightweight double skulls. It was the first time

Ireland had ever won a medal in rowing in the Olympics. They did it by being themselves, the
Skibbereen way.

ANNALISE MURPHY
Most people in Ireland hadn’t heard of the sport laser radial until Rathfarnham sailor Annalise Murphy
came along in 2012. Her goal was to become the first Irish person since David Wilkins and James Wilkinson
in 1980 to win an Olympic medal in sailing for Ireland. She was desperately unlucky not to win a medal in
the 2012 Summer Olympics, finishing in fourth place overall. Annalise had four years to train, and she did
not disappoint by the time the Rio Olympics came around. She finished in second place, and became the
first Irish woman to win a medal in sailing.

56

AIM HIGH

AIM HIGH

The remarkable stories of these trailblazers from
throughout Ireland will inspire and excite children of all
ages. Donny Mahoney and illustrator Eoin Coveney will
draw you into the amazing world of these athletes, and
introduce the next generation of role models.
If you liked Blazing A Trail and Dare to Dream,
you’ll love Aim High!

57

Micheál picks his favourite players, matches and
incidents from history and talks about the thrilling
experience of commentating on games, and seeing
the fabled cups – Sam Maguire, Liam McCarthy,
O’Duffy and Brendan Martin – being held high by the
All Ireland winners. A must for all young GAA fans.
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Historical Fiction up to 19th Century
We have a wealth of novels for young people based on historical events that can be easily
integrated into your planning for SESE. For a full list of children’s historical fiction titles
available from The O’Brien Press, go to obrien.ie/schools/history-through-fiction
NEW

NEW

Irish Children’s Book of the Year 2008
Reading Association of Ireland Award 2009

Historical Fiction 1700s

A spectacular tour of Ireland’s history for
younger readers, which we’ve made even
easier for you to use in your classroom.
Check out all the innovative teaching
resource materials now available FREE
from obrien.ie/the-story-of-ireland.
Over 25 resources are available,
including History Detectives, Saints
and Pagans, The Celts and lots more.
NEW

Learn all about Vikings
and Celts in this exciting
new Irish history series
from author-illustrator
John Farrelly

A fictionalised account of the life of
James Lovett, son of Lord Dunmain, set
in 1730s Dublin and colonial America.
This is a fast-paced and intriguing story
of adventure, friendship, mystery and
survival against the odds. With a great cast
of bandits, slaves and cruel and dishonest
landlords, in a rich historical setting, this
will appeal to students and teachers alike.

The Great Famine

Battle of Clontarf 1014
A thrilling tale of magic and warfare in Norman
Ireland. April 1014. Dubliner Elva watches
helplessly as her sister comes under the control
of an evil queen. Dara marches towards the city
as part of Brian Boru’s army, while Skari sails from
the Orkneys to fight with King Sitric of Dublin. As
the armies come ever closer to each other, no
one knows what will happen when they meet
to fight what has been called the last battle.

Siege of Derry 1689
Derry. 1689. The city’s inhabitants resist
all attempts by King James’s men to
storm their gates. Outside, the soldiers
reckon the only effective weapon they
have left is to starve them out ...
‘Hooked me in from the first page and I think it
would be very suitable for fifth and sixth class.
Though the protagonists are male, I think female
readers would also enjoy this universally relevant
piece of historical fiction.’ – InTouch Magazine

Battle of the Boyne 1690
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Two kings: King James and King William
One country: Ireland
The aim: to take control
It is 1690, and the battle draws ever closer.
Another engaging novel from Nicola Pierce
that will be perfect for use in the classroom!

Children of the Famine Trilogy

Ground-breaking, award-winning novels that take the reader
into nineteenth-century Ireland. Under the Hawthorn Tree (also
available in Irish as Faoin Sceach Gheal) is set during the Famine
and follows three children, led by Eily, the eldest, on a trek to find
family in a desolate landscape. Wildflower Girl follows Peggy’s
emigration to America. Fields of Home focuses on Michael,
working in a big house as tensions rise and revolution is in the air.
‘Vividly brings history to life for its readers … A hugely involving tale …’ –
Mad About Books

A gritty graphic novel about Ireland's
Great Hunger. Jack and his family have
been evicted by their landlord and left to
fend for themselves during the famine
in 1847. This is one family's story of
Ireland's great hunger told in powerful
illustration and compelling words.

NEW

Take your class on an Artic Adventure with
this excellent choice for a class novel.
Francis Crozier, second-in-command to
Sir John Franklin, is arctic-bound with HMS
Erebus and Terror, in search of the fabled
North-West Passage. In Derry, Ann and
brother William are convinced that the spirit
of their dead sister Weesy is haunting them.
An enthralling novel based on real events.

Historical Fiction 20th
Title
Century
Here
NEW

1910s
In the second instalment of the
series, Judi Curtin has crafted
a strong representation of the
historical time period. A warm and
engaging story about friendship, life
in the early 20th century and how
the political world affects everyone.

Suffragettes 1912
Mollie’s boring, middleclass existence is shaken
when she finds a stash of
leaflets demanding votes
for women. Her sister Peggy
has joined the suffragette
cause! Mollie and her friend
Nora begin by sneaking into
meetings, but ultimately
‘Brilliantly portrays the Irish suffragette end up facing the question
movement at the height of its activity of how far a girl should
in 1912.’ – Irish Times
go for her beliefs …

1913 Lockout
NEW

When Betty hears about a soup kitchen
organised by the Irish Women Workers’ Union
at Liberty Hall, she’s determined to help out.
There, she meets other union activists, Countess
Markievicz, and sympathetic suffragettes. As the
Lockout continues into the bitter winter months,
people are beginning to starve. Can Betty do her
bit to help? Can she really change their fortunes?
When Liam, a poor eleven-year-old boy,
and Nora, a rich ten-year-old girl meet at
a Feis Ceol, an unlikely bond is formed – a
bond that leads to a friendship spanning the
deeply divided city that was Dublin in 1913.
‘Written in a nice simple style and is suitable for fourth,
fifth or sixth classes ... could also be used as a teaching
aid in history, art or geography.’ – InTouch Magazine

Big Jim (Graphic Novel)
On 26 August 1913, the trams of Dublin stopped.
Over the next four months, James Larkin would
lead the workers of Dublin against William Martin
Murphy and the Employers Federation in a conflict
that would change the face of Irish society.
1913: Larkin’s Labour War (Graphic Novel)
‘… my eldest son loved graphic novels and flew through
them. And these books explained (in colourful detail)
Irish history that he needed to know about, for school
and for life. This latest one, 1913 Larkin’s Labour War
which I found in the library last week is his favourite
of the lot’ – onthestripeycouchonasaturdaymorning.
blogspot.ie

The Titanic 1912
This book commemorates the enduring legacy
of the world’s most famous ship – TITANIC.
Her story is that of all those bound together on
that fateful voyage. On board were: writers, artists,
honeymooners, sportsmen, priests,
reverends, fashion designers,
aristocrats, millionaires, children, crew
and emigrants looking for a better life.
Elisabeth Navratil tells
the true story of her
grandfather, father and
uncle and their voyage
aboard the Titanic.
‘This familiar story does not fail to grip the reader
... The notes (at the end) make the story even
more alive, as they tell of the lives, after the
rescue, of several of the real life characters in
the story.’ – Books for Keeps

Easter Rising 1916
It’s 1916, but Amelia Pim’s thoughts are
on Frederick Goodbody and not on the
war in Europe. Then Frederick enlists. The
pacifist Quaker community is shocked, but
Amelia is secretly proud of her hero …
When Emer Daly saves Jack Madigan from
drowning it seems that the two children
will be friends for life. Eight months later,
however, they are on opposite sides in a
life and death struggle, when Dublin city is
torn apart by the Easter Rising. With their
young lives in turmoil, what will come first:
friendship, family or loyalty to a cause?
From No. 1 best-selling children's
author Brian Gallagher
Bisto Book of the Year: Eilís Dillon Prize

It is 1916 and Europe is at war. From the
poverty of the Dublin slums twelve-yearold Jimmy Conway is pulled between the
British Army and the rebels in the Easter
Rising. Real history seen through the eyes
of a child from a master storyteller.
‘A stirring account of the Easter Rising’
– Mad About Books

Blood Upon The Rose
Easter 1916: The Rebellion That
Set Ireland Free (Graphic Novel)
‘a fantastic way of digesting a bit of history in
a fun and vivid format ... Hunt’s graphics bring
the story of their struggle for Irish freedom
to life in a way that sterile prose in a school
history book never could’ – Books Ireland
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Historical Fiction 20th Century
Celebrate the 100 year anniversary
of the first transatlantic flight with
Oisín McGann’s exciting novel
In 1919 teams are
gathering in Newfoundland
to compete for the prize
to be first to fly across the
Atlantic. With Maggie,
a curious and forthright
girl who dreams of being
a pilot, we follow the preparations for
Alcock and Brown’s flight and the three
other teams in their hopes of winning
£10,000. Based on a wonderful, true
story of adventure and achievement.

War of Independence 1919–21
Teachers, have your class novels ready
to cover the centenary of the Irish War of
Independence. These novels let students
see the struggles first-hand, through
the eyes of children from 1919–1921.
Rebel leader Michael
Collins engages in a
secret war with British
Intelligence: and Johnny, a
spy at only fourteen years
of age, finds himself at
the centre of the action.
But it’s hard to turn his back on the past,
especially on his friendships with Alice
Goodman, and with Stella Radcliffe,
the daughter of a British officer, who
risked her own life to save his.
More great novels set during
the War of Independence
NEW

NEW
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Six stories – one set
in Dublin, the others
in the countryside –
about children who are
caught up in the War of
Independence and suffer
dire consequences.
‘Excellent collection ... will impel their readers
towards new questioning as to what “war”
actually is.’ – Robert Dunbar, Irish Times

At War With The Empire
(Graphic Novel)
Unique view of the
War of Independence,
a gruelling guerrilla
war against British rule
in Ireland that pitted
brother against brother.
Irish Book Awards: Shortlisted for Best
Irish-Published Book – 2012

Irish Civil War 1922–23
Katie has divided loyalties:
her shell-shocked father
fought in the First World
War and wants peace,
but others still want to
fight for a united Ireland.
Working-class Annie
Reilly is thrilled to win
a scholarship to Eccles
Street School. She meets
Peter Scanlon, a student
in Belvedere College, who
sides with the rebels in
the Civil War and carries messages for
them. When Annie’s life is threatened,
Peter has to decide where his loyalties lie.

Civil Rights Movement 1969

Eleven-year-old Sarah
gets involved in the spying
activities of Michael
Collins during the War
of Independence.
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Twins Dylan and Emma
Goldman move from
Washington to Belfast
when their journalist
father is sent to cover the
turbulent early days of
the civil rights movement.
The complicated friendships prove
life-threatening when the simmering
tensions in Northern Ireland erupt
into violence in the summer of 1969.

World War II
‘At the age of six I began
to fear for the future … By
the age of nine I was on
the run for my life … By
the time I was ten I had
seen all there was to see.’
An accessible and honest
account of the Holocaust that reminds us
of the dangers of racism and intolerance,
providing lessons that are relevant today.

NEW

Sophie and Hugh are
left homeless when their
house is bombed during
the London Blitz. Their
mother is seriously injured
and their dad is away
fighting, so the children
are sent to their grandfather in Ireland.
Bisto Book of the Year Award –
2000 (Winner)

Gripping novel based
on the true story of
Millisle refugee farm in
Ards, County Down.

When Hetty’s family move
to Martin Street, in Dublin’s
Portobello, they’re not
sure of their welcome.
Next door, Ben’s family
are not sure about their
new Jewish neighbours.
‘In its treatment of the threat of deportation
and ethnic loyalty and prejudice, it touches in
a gentle humane way on themes that are still
very relevant today.’ – Sunday Independent

So far, nobody has managed
to stop the triumphant
Nazi invasion across
Europe. It all depends on
one city – Stalingrad – her
citizens, her soldiers
and her children. From
bestselling author Nicola Pierce.
What if Ireland had
been occupied by Nazis?
What would you do?
An exciting, alternate
history from popular
author Brian Gallagher.

NEW

Themes Caring for and Learning About Animals
Why use O’Brien books in your school? O’Brien books are real books. Written as
fiction for young readers, they help students in your school make real connections
with the real world.

Do you have students in your class who
are OBSESSED with nature? We have
something for every animal-lover at
O’Brien Press! And with FREE teaching
resources, guidelines and online video
content, these O’Brien Press books will
lend themselves easily to integration
with SESE, SPHE and Drama.

Why themes? We recognise that teachers have been using our books for many years
and this experience has informed our approach to using real books in the classroom.
This year, we are highlighting two different themes: animal life and promoting wellbeing in schools. Don’t forget there are FREE teaching resources available for use with
many of these O’Brien Press books.
From cows, sheep,
NEW
How
to
be
your
best
friend’s
best
donkeys,
goats and
NEW
friend. For thousands of years, dogs
chickens to a whole
and people have looked after each
range of more unusual
other, played, grown and learned
animals; discover
together. It is the greatest friendship
fascinating facts about
that there is. This book will introduce
everyday life on the farm.
children to the responsibility and fun
‘If you are looking for a good
that comes with owning a dog. From
informative read on Irish
exercise and play to comfort and care
animals and different types
this book is an ideal guide for children
of farming in Ireland, look no
who already have a dog, would like
further! Irish Farm Animals is a great non-fiction book for
a dog or love learning about dogs.

older children … I would give this book 10/10.’ – Arthur, age 8,
Ballydesmond, Co. Cork, Seomra Ranga
‘a fun, uplifting and engaging book … a
perfect addition to any classroom and home … The information is succinct,
NEW
and the simple and colourful layout is ideal for emerging readers 7+.’
– RTEjr's Book Club
Packed with fun and interesting facts

and illustrated throughout, this is
the perfect book for children who
want to know more about our furry,
feathered (and scaly!) friends. With
a special section on Irish wildlife and
engaging activities that kids will love!

Explore nature in your back garden
as well as in mountains, rivers,
forests and sea. Learn about weird
and wonderful natural phenomena,
this is a wonderful book to help
open children’s eyes to the natural
world, from a real expert. An
essential book to add to your
classroom selection this year.

The hugely popular Run with the
Wind series introduces the world of
Sinna, Black Tip, Vickey, Old Sage
Brush, Fang and
Hop-along and their
troubles as they set
out in search of the
secret to survival.

A puffling has gone in search of
adventure – now her parents
can’t find her anywhere! Can
the animals of Skellig help them
find their little puffling?

NEW

‘a delightful picture book … combines a
heartwarming story with a timely message
to look after our wildlife … beautifully
illustrated and sure to become a favourite
with young readers’ – Irish Daily Mail

Bisto Book of
the Decade
winner

‘mesmerising … an
exciting and dramatic
story which offers a real
insight into nature’
– Parents in Touch

‘perfect for animal lovers and
will leave children laughing
out loud … suitable for
3rd–6th classes’ – InTouch
Magazine on Sam Hannigan
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Themes Belonging and Being Different
O’Brien Press provides a wealth of books that let children know it’s okay to be different. Whatever the
issue; coping with bullying, loneliness, isolation or prejudice, there is a novel that will resonate with the
children in your class. For a list of more books on the theme of belonging visit obrien.ie/schools/themes
NEW

This charming book tells the
adventures of an outcast little
black sheep: A story about being
different, and being a hero.

NEW

‘a heart-warming story about being
different and embracing your
difference’ – Irish Examiner
‘we fell in love with this book by
O’Brien Press, when Muinteoir Ray
read it on Home School Hub … what
a fabulous story’ – Evening Echo

NEW

‘Compelling, clear writing tells us a
story of history and destiny; not just
of the Irish nation, but of personal
impact … an ordinary boy caught in
extraordinary times as he longs to
carve his own path in life, follow his
dreams and to be part of something
bigger, even if only a small part … a
story of history that has resonance
today and begs us to think on the
multi-layer nature of our own personal
histories. A real ‘who-do-you-thinkyou-are’ kind of book; full of feeling,
truly fascinating, a vivid portrait of this
moment in time and simply wonderful’
– Fallen Star Stories

Adam’s Starling
(Coping with Bullying)
Winner of the Eilís Dillon Memorial Award. Adam
is finding life difficult. At home no-one has any
time for him and at school bullies pick on him. But
it is not until a scruffy little starling comes into his
life that the shy and sensitive Adam discovers his
inner reserves of courage. In order to protect this
starling, Adam takes on the bullies, discovering in
the process strengths he never knew he had.
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The Blue Horse
(Coping with Loneliness, Isolation and Prejudice)
Katie's whole world is turned upside down when
her family's home is destroyed by fire.
Everything they had is gone, and instead of pulling
together it seems as though her family is falling apart.
They move to a new house, to a school where nobody
wants to know her, and Katie wonders just how many
changes she can take. In her fight for acceptance and to
keep the family together, she learns a lot about herself.

Before Nellie came to Lissadell,
she had a hard life in the
workhouse, where she was
separated from her family. So
when Lily and Maeve manage
to track down Nellie’s long lost
sister, Johanna, and fix it so
she comes to Lissadell as Lady
Mary’s maid Nellie is overjoyed.
But when a valuable locket goes
missing, Johanna is the chief
suspect; should Lily take the
blame, so that the sisters can
stay together?
Sunday 23 August 1942 is an
important day for Yuri. It is his
fourteenth birthday and also the
day that the Nazis began their
carpet-bombing campaign of
Stalingrad, which continued every
day for the next two weeks. Facing
overwhelming odds, it will take all his
determination and wits to survive.

The ghost of fifteen-year-old Samuel
Scott moves restlessly aboard the
Titanic as she sails to her doom in
1912. An eyewitness to the final days
in the lives of rich and poor, crew and
passengers, this is Samuel’s story …

Eva is the girl with everything. Her
parents throw her lavish parties in their
luxury home, and her friends admire
her designer clothes and manicured
nails. But Eva’s world is turned upside
down when her father loses his job.

Fireman Sinead!
(Courage to be different)
Sinead has decided what she will be
when she's big – a fireman. There are
no women firemen everyone tells her,
but Sinead doesn’t listen. She practises
and practises. And one day a real fire
happens. And Sinead discovers that
maybe she can be a fireman after all!

Accelerated Reader™
There are over 150 O’Brien Press books in the Accelerated Reader programme
across lower, middle and upper years, with more on the way. Given the
importance of Irish books to Irish schools, we are working with Renaissance
Learning to ensure that there are enough titles to choose from at all levels.
Visit obrien.ie/accelerated-reader to see the full selection of books
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www.obrien.ie: supporting your teaching
CASE STUDY!

The Sound of Freedom by Ann Murtagh
obrien.ie/the-sound-of-freedom

Recommended reading
ages are shown for all
children's titles
Discover books by
category or series,
find award winners
or explore our hugely
popular ‘History Through
Fiction’ selection

Most of our favourite
titles are now available
as eBooks. Buy directly or
from any eBook retailer

Find out what reviewers
and readers are saying

Download FREE teaching guides with
summaries, themes, discussion points and
individual, group and class activities

Browse a preview: see if
the language level, type
size and illustration will
suit your classroom

www.obrien.ie/schools

So many resources in one easy location!
••Over 130 teaching guides
••Loads of activity sheets,
including as Gaeilge
••Cover gallery: compare covers of
editions from around the world
••Themes, for all reading ages
••And so much more!
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